U tube truck

The guys bring in a Classic C10 show truck, and fix a leak in the rear pinion seal and upgrade
the rear brakes to a disc brake setup. They also add new springs and shocks to the truck too
and that way it will be ready for the next show. Matt and Bruno take a stock F and give it all the
bells and whistles: lift kit, electric running boards, fender flares, bed cover, wheels and tires.
Time to get to work. This was a package deal on these two trucks. Matt and Bruno look at the
newer and older Duramax engines. Just like any diesel engine,L5P still has parts that can be
approved upon and that is exactly what the guys will be tackling. They take care of some of the
common problems of the Duramax while also adding performance and reliability. Matt and
Bruno bring in a purpose built F Drag truck. The guys will fix the problem with a wastegate and
blow-off valve and watch it take a final pass. Bruno and Matt have never had more parts for the
new Jeep Gladiator. They install a 4inch lift, snorkel kit, and fender flares just to name a few. So
how does he convince his buddy Bruno to help him out? Then they fix some problems on the
truck by adding bigger brakes and installing some helper springs in the back to carry the extra
weight. Please take a few minutes to complete our viewer survey so that we may better
understand your interests. Like most websites on the Internet, our website uses cookies. By
using our website, you agree to our privacy policy. New Episodes Start November 29th! Season
Viewer Survey. Learn More. Fiffie is a former heavy hauler turned who has turned into a
Commercial photographer, Video Producer, Graphic Designer, Web Developer, and Founder of
Big Rig Videos producing videos about show trucks of the trucking industry. About Youtuber
Smart Trucking Channel is all about the trucker! We're avid supporters of the professional
drivers and will support the trucker in whatever way we can. Find tips and advice for the trucker.
All makes and models, new, old and the classics. This channel brings you all around the USA so
you see the trucking industry from your eyes. About Youtuber This channel features videos of
classic trucks, modern trucks, working trucks, heavy equipment and more. On this channel, you
will experience my journey through trucking. I love to motivate, encourage, and empower other
females who consider professional truck driving as a career. I have been driving for 4 years and
I love it. I was a trainer for 2 years as I successfully trained other females to become solo
drivers. I currently work for LTI Trucking. About Youtuber Happiness By The Mile channel
provide a place where rookie and veteran truckers alike can find information, help, and
inspiration. We aim to provide an all in one place to find anything and everything you need to
know about being a professional driver. About Youtuber This channel features stories of just a
simple guy driving a truck across America. About Youtuber This channel features truck and
machine videos. Broadcasting LIVE from the dash of a working 18 wheeler big rig, travel and
traveling all 48 states, you can view America as never before. I'm Blazing a path to success in
Trucking and I'm leaving the trail lit, come on. I've been Trucking since , pushing 2,, miles safe
driving, along with ways to maximize fuel economy. I'll still make those along with other topics
as well. We offer a wide array of tools and classes aimed at the solo and Team Driver. Todays
drivers need todays lessons and training and that is what we provide here at The Truckers
Coach. Lafayette, IN About Youtuber Helping new and veteran drivers make more money and
get treated like the professionals we are. If you are thinking about getting into trucking or have
been driving all your life I know you find value here. We will look at all aspects of trucking from
OTR to local and products as well as the technology of trucking. I hope you like it and
subscribe. United States About Youtuber This channel is for drivers, owner-operators, and fleet
owners. Learned a lot of lessons on my journey to build a bigger fleet. My goal is to create a
channel with valuable content for drivers and owners. My passion for semi-trucks and the
respect I have for truck drivers inspires me to learn, grow, and create more value for the
industry every day. About Youtuber Howdy Folks and welcome to my page. I have 23 years
experience and lots of stories. United States About Youtuber Me and the wife trucking across
the country, and her training experience and all the goodtimes to come. Follow me and the wife
on the road driving big rigs, cracking jokes and learning the life of a long haul truck driver.
About Youtuber My opinions, my views, my activities, my life as a trucker. Come along you
might find something interesting. About Youtuber This channel is all about stories, experiences,
tips, road tests of a trucker named Scoob. About Youtuber From the Streets to the Interstate.
Kaybee Tha Trucker shares his experience from being a company driver to becoming an Owner
Operator in less there a year. This channel gives full insight on things to expect as you
transition into trucking, provides motivation and entertainment to show you can come from any
situation and turn into a success story. About Youtuber I try to put videos on this channel that
are about the trucking industry and review products that matter to us. If you wont to know
anything just ask. I have now moved to create carrier corporation after after I purchased a truck
from them, we run team driving with my wife. We are now doing trucking vlogs together. About
Youtuber Welcome to our Trucking vlog I'm Parteehard da trucker I team drive with my fianc, I
trained her and she had been trucking with me for a year. We hope that you enjoy our trucking

Vlog. About Youtuber My name is Denval aka 'troystarz' thank you for visiting. This channel is
about trucking in canada as a long-haul truck driver. I am one of the jamaicans that came to
canada on the truck driving program, on this channel I'll share my experience. I've been working
in canada for over 4 years now came here in worked for 3 companies before becoming a owner
operator. I will discuss the good the bad and the ugly about this job. Indianapolis, IN About
Youtuber Starting a new career isn't easy, especially in a challenging industry like trucking.
Over the past 25 years Driver Solutions has developed a tried and true process that sets its
students up for a long-lasting career as a truck driver. Our free CDL training program has
helped thousands of aspiring drivers get their start in the trucking industry. This channel
provides training, tips and tricks needed for a truck driver. About Youtuber Trucking talk show.
General information on running a trucking company. Other topics include information on
company drivers and lease operators, owner operators. I am an expert at Heavy Haul and flat
bed trucking. Follow me and my faithful companion Dexter the German Shepherd Dog as we
travel the country moving Oversize and Over weight loads doing video and photography as we
go. Since Jul Channel youtube. About Youtuber Join me as I share my life on the road as a
Messianic Christian trucker driving the Canadian highways, and how wonderful Yeshua is to me
and can be for you. Trucking is our life, is it yours? About Youtuber Jay stared this channel to
share stories about God, his family and trucking. About Youtuber My wife and I are team dry van
drivers. These are our adventures, mishaps, disappointments, accomplishments and more
About Youtuber Left corporate world for trucking. Follow me for my experiences. It's going to be
a ride - smooth, bumpy, amazing - I will never ask 'are we there yet'. This road trip is on-going.
This is my new Trucking channel for new and old truckers alike. Maybe for inspiring truckers
that want to know more. I occasionally add some advisory content to help get into my mindset
whilst driving the lorry in different circumstances, both to try and help newer drivers and show
non drivers our perspective. Hope you enjoy my content and always look forward to engaging
with any comments added to my vids. This channel is filled with lots of Trucking content from
some of the great company hauliers to some of the top V8 trucks with open pipe exhausts.
About Youtuber expressAmber Reports on the trucking industry's hottest topics. Join me
through my day to day work. I've created this channel to share my successes, failures, and
experiences in the trucking industry and to support others who are thinking of getting into the
business. Don't forget to Subscribe because all the cool kids are doing it. About Youtuber Join
me on my journey of the Diesel Life! Keep up with videos on Trucking and lifestyle from
Crowned Royals. So once I got qualified n legal I was on the hunt for a truck driving job and the
first one I applied for I got so now I'm showing what I've learned I will post more vids on driving
how to load your truck opening and closing your curtains. Closing buckles. Tail lifting pallets
cleaning your truck pre-checking truck. Created in as a how to video training platform. We
helped people transition from being a company driver to becoming trucking a business owners.
With over 16 years experience in CDL driving, business development, sales and marketing.
About Youtuber How to make money in trucking. You have stumbled upon one of you-tubes
most under-rated channels. My goal for this channel is to give you information that I feel will
help you capitalize on every opportunity that comes your way. There is no secret to success in
trucking. It's 90 percent grind and 10 percent luck. Lucky for you I am willing to share what I
have learned from my 90 percent grind. About Youtuber Lockoutmen Podcast: I'd like to do
interview episodes on truckers, influencers, and interesting people all over the trucking
community. And I would like to do an episode with you!! Today's Trucking aim to help them
understand equipment issues, regulatory concerns, technical challenges and the future
direction of Canada's trucking industry. Portland, Oregon About Youtuber Freightliner Trucks is
the largest division of Daimler Trucks North America and is one of the most recognizable and
respected names in the trucking industry. This is the official youtube channel of Freightliner
Trucks. About Youtuber I am A Female trucker enjoying the open highway.. Golden Child and I
want to welcome you to this channel. Make no mistake you came to the right place looking for
answers. If you want to gain valuable information about life and money, look no further you
came to the right place. Relax, recharge and rewind, because you are about to have a time of
your life. About Youtuber Sharing insight of the transportation industry as seen from 'the other
side of the steering wheel'. Since Sep Channel youtube. About Youtuber Trucker BB channel
shares trucking buying tips, trucking answers, trucking job and much more. Since Dec Channel
youtube. Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and
youtube channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on
Feedspot using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds
them to a relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness ,
social metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Top 50 Trucking Youtube
Channels. Submit Your Channel. About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over

25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche
categories. For Youtubers Submit Channel. Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. The Honda
Ridgeline is more comfortable than the average midsize pickup, yet it retains nearly all the utility
of its workaday rivals. It's true that it can't tow as much or go as far off-road as some traditional
trucks, but it's a durable, practical choice with some tricks up its sleeve. It also boasts healthy
payload and tow ratings, and its crew-cab cabin has the most rear legroom of any midsize
pickup. It's also the only convertible pickup on the market today. The Tacoma lives up to a
legacy of tough and rugged small trucks that have thrived in seemingly every inhospitable
environment on Earth. A well-mannered chassis and a user-friendly interior make the Tacoma a
good daily driver, while baked-in ground clearance and optional off-road equipment make it a
smart choice for adventuring. With hundreds of available configurations, you'll have an easy
time finding a Ford F that meets your needs. Class-leading towing and payload capacities and
above-average fuel economy make it a top pick for work or play, while the trail-busting Raptor is
an icon by itself. The Ram 's coil-spring rear suspension is a unique feature in the segment,
giving this truck a smooth ride without compromising on hauling or towing capacity. Distinctive
variants such as the Rebel and Night editions appeal to recreational users, but there's no
shortage of capable work-oriented variants. The Sierra plays to a more affluent audience with
exclusive features, but it might not be enough to stake out a different fate than its Silverado
brother. Heavy-duty trucks are immensely capable workhorses that live to tow. They trade
passenger comfort for outright towing ability, though you can still outfit them with all the
luxuries and options of their full-size siblings. Edmunds' experts test vehicles per year on our
test track. We also test them using a mile real-world test loop of city streets, freeways and
winding canyons. The data we gather results in our ratings. How do you go about taking an
already capable off-road truck up a notch? The Bison package is available on the Colorado ZR2.
It's made in collaboration with American Expedition Vehicles, or AEV, a company that
specializes in off-road and overlanding equipment. In this video, Carlos Lago goes over what's
included with the Colorado ZR2 Bison, how much it costs, how it handles, and how it compares
to other midsize off-road trucks, including the Toyota Tacoma, Ford Ranger and Jeep Gladiator.
We'll get inside and check out the interior and all the additional protection that comes with the
ZR2 Bison, as well as the available gas and diesel engines. It's an off-road version of an already
off road capable truck. What is it? Why does it look so cool? How functional is it? Why should
you care? That's what we're going to talk about in this video and more. But before we do, make
sure to hit that Like button and click Subscribe if you like what we're doing. If you don't like,
we're sure you're going to leave a comment anyway. Also, check out the links below to see
more about this truck and others like it. And also be sure to visit edmunds. What is the Bison
package? And they specialize in off-road overlaying equipment. Now for the ZR2, the package
adds a bunch of protection, durability hardware, along with specialty bumpers and stuff. The 17
inch wheels, Goodyear Wrangler DuraTrac off road tires. But most importantly, a whole host of
AEV logos on the bumpers, tailgate, and headrests, and floor mats. So you can show off to your
friends. Just doing some truck stuff. All right. Cool guy parking. Now our ziggurat out of
integrity isn't just for cool guy McParking. It's also a really good way to demonstrate the
clearances and traction you have when climbing steps like this. And the Colorado was really
easy in four low with the front rear diffs lock, this thing was able to climb up these steps really
smoothly because the throttle control was really good at low speeds. Let's talk about the front.
Now the big addition to this truck comes in the form of protection. This is all steel. And that is
fantastic because when you scrape stuff, you don't want to damage your truck. Now this front
bumper is all steel, it has a lot of nice additions to it. You have a provision for a winch on the
front that's cleanly integrated. Chevy and AEV say that when you install it, it doesn't impede the
cooling abilities of this truck. The downside to it though, is that because this protection is here,
you actually have a worse approach angle than pretty much any of the off-road trucks in this
segment. So that means you're more likely to scrape things. But because it's steel, it kind of
maybe doesn't matter. We notice that approach angle difference when actually climbing these
steps because there was a point at the very beginning, when we were about half an inch away
from rubbing this skid plate on the steps. And again, this is all steel. The other nice thing about
this bumper is you have big bright red recovery hoops at the front. Now as we make our way
around the side, we can see all the other protection that comes as part of the Bison package.
Starting at the front, you've got that steel skid plate which covers the oil pan and the front diff.
There's more steel for the transfer case, steel for the fuel tank, and steel for the rear diff. You
also have these long steel rock sliders. And the length of those are actually really impressive
because you see a lot of rock sliders that end right at about the rear door. The problem with that
is if you're actually using the rock sliders and relying on them because you're sliding down
rocks, as soon as the rock slider ends, that rock is going to give your bed a kiss. And your bed

doesn't want to get kissed by rocks. Scooting back a little bit, you can see that we have picked
up a tire off the ground. We have nothing to compare that against right now because there isn't
another truck here. But what we can see them, take a look at these shocks. Those look
impressive, yeah? I was so busy talking about Bison stuff that I forgot to mention these spool
valve mutlimatic shocks that come on all the ZR2s. I lack the ability to explain how they work
succinctly on camera right now. But we'll talk about them more while we're driving. Hey, there's
steel more to come. So rear bumper. All steel. This part as well as this protection bar. There's
also the trailer hitch as well. That's all really cool in terms of protection. Underneath this, you
also have a full sized spare wheel and tire. That's really cool. You've got these attachment
points for your D-Ring or your shackle, whichever you want to call it. Now AEV also has
additional upgrades you can put on this truck after you buy it. These little plates, or these little
pods here, are for backup lights if you want to get them. There's additional underbody
protection specifically for the transmission. You can get a snorkel, you can get 35 inch tires.
However far down this path you want to go they'll help you get there. Not actually sure how I'm
going to do this. Is that going to support my weight? It is. Remember when I said we didn't have
a vehicle here we could compare the Colorado to? Well I lied. This is a Jeep Wrangler Rubicon
long term test car. We use it as a support vehicle during off road shoots. Well, here's what a
Wrangler Rubicon does on the same steps in the same position approximately with the front
sway bar disconnected, a feature that you only get on the Wrangler and the Gladiator. This is
about a third of an Arnie off the ground. It's not a exact comparison. But hey, we're not in the
lab. The Colorado ZR2 comes with a locking front differential. It and the Jeep Gladiator are the
the only trucks in the segment to do so. Why would you want that? Well, when you lock the
front diff and the rear diff, it ensures equal power distribution to all four tires improving traction.
Well, we saw an example of that on the ziggurat of integrity. It helps crawl up those uneven
surfaces more evenly. But it also helps in extreme low traction surfaces like mud, which we
happen to have in front of us right now. The park rangers actually advise that we don't drive
through this mud puddle pool because they said it's deeper than it looks. But I have problems
with authority. And I've also got a locking front differential. So we're going to give it a try. The
trick is to try to get some speed, even in low range. Speed is your friend in this situation. That's
why you get a snorkel I guess maybe. So that puddle probably didn't need a front locking diff,
but hey, it was still fun. And that's why you do this kind of thing, right? Two wheel drive mode
with a lock diff is also fun. So now that we've got this Colorado nice and muddy, let's do a little
hill climb. Now this hill isn't steep. It shouldn't be too challenging at all. And I'm going to try to
make it more challenging than it should be. We have all these tools at our disposal with regard
to traction. But I'm actually going to use the auto four wheel drive mode, which is kind of like an
all wheel drive mode to climb this hill. And I'm going to engage the off road mode by hitting the
button. And that's the only drive mode this Colorado has, which is actually kind of refreshing.
So put it in drive and I'm going to start climbing the hill. I'm intentionally going to do it at a low
speed. Speed can be your friend when climbing this stuff but I'm again trying to make this more
challenging to see what this truck can do when you do it badly, how much control it has.
There's some pretty good sized ruts here. But that's where we got all that protection
underneath. Let's see if I can just take a worse line. OK, traction's on. And we are stuck. First
rut. So let's try four wheel drive. And then I'll lock the rear diff. And see if that's it. There we go.
Traction control is actually helping me climb which is pretty cool. And I've picked up a tire. I
might need to engage low. Nope, nope. Traction control did it. Traction control got me through.
The traction control I could feel it selectively applying brakes and traction to get traction to
different tires. And nope. OK, that's not going to work. Let's put it in low range. Rear diff is still
locked. And low range did it no problem. And when I get to the top of the hill, I will call out
there's no forward facing camera on this truck. There's a rear facing camera, not on a forward
facing camera. And the hood has a bit of a bulge in it. So I would appreciate being able to see
over the crest of the hill like a can with some other trucks in this segment. But overall, pretty
competent up that hill. We had the turbo diesel in our long term Colorado ZR2 test car and like
that engine quite a bit. This one of course has the V6. In terms of response, the engine feels and
sounds kind of diesely if I'm honest. Both in the way it responds when you hit the gas pedal and
also with the sound it makes. But overall it's a solid engine. Colorado ZR2 Bison has 5, pounds
of max towing capability and about 1, pounds off the top my head of payload, which are pretty
strong figures. I like the fact, too, that the Colorado comes with a trailer brake control. So if you
need to haul a trailer that has brakes on it, you have a means to control that. That's a nice
addition. As regarding to the rest of the truck, well, this is a pretty solid rig otherwise. You can
easily daily drive this car without a lot of complaints. Credit that to the suspension control that
you get from those spool valve dampers, which do an admirable job of delivering both ride
quality on the street and control off road. The impacts are far, far from abusive in this truck. The

only real complaint I have with this Colorado with driving it is the interior just kind of looks drab
and you don't have a push button start. So you get to hear your keys jangle as you drive over
bumps. But otherwise, this is a pretty compelling truck for what it gives you and what you want
out of it. The Colorado ZR2 Bison delivers a lot of off-road features, specifically protection and a
front locking differential. And you can get this truck for less money than it kitted out Jeep
Gladiator Rubicon there are some downsides. The clearances certainly aren't best in segment.
And the interior is just kind of OK. But if you care about what the Bison delivers, you probably
don't care about the interior. Now the Bison package is certainly overkill for light off road. And if
you're the kind of shopper who wants the kind of protection that this package offers and also a
path to continue down should you want to go more aggressive in your overlanding adventures,
this Bison package is a really compelling truck. Thanks for watching. If you like this video, leave
a comment and a like below. And hit that Subscribe button too while you're at it. Why not? Hey,
it's a free world. And also, check out some of the links at edmunds. Now that we're done filming
this video, I'm going to do some more donuts. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Home Truck. Jump to:. Midsize trucks Large trucks Heavy-duty trucks. Midsize trucks Midsize
trucks are a good introduction to the world of pickups. Small cabs and short beds make them
relatively easy to maneuver in parking lots and urban centers. Even the crew cabs don't have a
ton of rear legroom, but most passengers will be comfortable on trips around town. Redesigned
in Read more Read less. Introduced in See all midsize trucks. Large trucks Large trucks are
among the most versatile vehicles on the market. The crew cabs are positively gigantic; even
tall rear-seat passengers won't come close to brushing their hair on the headliner or bumping
against the seat in front. Be prepared for a seemingly endless list of configurations and options.
See all large trucks. Heavy-duty trucks. Rank Vehicle Additional Information 1 Redesigned in
Rank Vehicle Additional Information 2 Redesigned in Rank Vehicle Additional Information 3
Redesigned in Watch: How we rank trucks. Latest truck reviews. Drag Race! Ford F vs. Ram vs.
Hybrid, Interior, Towing, Price and More! Ram Power Wagon vs. Long-Term Ram Review. FAQ
What is the best truck to buy? Full-size pickup trucks are the most popular vehicles in the
United States, and Edmunds' top-ranked large truck is the Ram This truck offers lots of
customization, versatility and utility, along with an extensive list of optional features to make life
more comfortable. For more towing and hauling capacity, we recommend the Ram , our
top-rated HD pickup truck. Or if you want the utility of a pickup but don't need maximum towing
capability, the Honda Ridgeline is our top pick for a smaller truck. Learn more. Our top-rated
large pickup truck is the Ram It should come as no surprise that the Ram offers impressive
towing and hauling capabilities. In addition, it has a uniquely comfortable ride for a full-size
truck, and a huge swath of available luxury features and advanced technology can turn it into a
rolling penthouse. No matter which model you choose, the Ram advances the full-size pickup
class and is a clear leader in several key areas. The average price for a pickup truck has gone
up dramatically in recent years. However, a stronger engine or additional features can quickly
push up the price. Each is a very basic vehicle with few amenities and no options, designed for
work that usually requires a hardhat. But they will get you into the full-size truck class on a
budget. Trucks, by definition, are built to last. We recommend finding a CPO, or certified
pre-owned, model that is more likely to have been kept in good condition. A well-cared-for
pickup truck will generally serve you well. However, the occasional vehicle has left us
unimpressed over the years. Trucks that did not rate highly include the Nissan Titan built from
to , for its poor fuel economy and cheap-feeling interior, and the previous-generation Chevrolet
Colorado, whose last model year was It offered below-average ride quality and refinement at the
time. Sign Up. Redesigned in Ram With a coil-spring suspension that keeps it well-mannered on
the pavement, plus a range of powerful engines, the Ram is both a capable heavy-duty truck
and a companionable daily driver. Redesigned in Ford F Super Duty Depending on how you
equip the Ford F Super Duty, it can be a competent tow-haul vehicle as well as a competent
people mover. It's not lacking for capability, but it's not the newest big truck on the block either.
But a few things are holding the Sierra back, such as poor ride quality and below-average
visibility. These S-Cams are made tough and durable through a state-of-the-art manufacturing
process. Restore your brakes to their peak level of performance with a new brake camshaft
S-Cam for your truck, tractor or trailer. Even under normal conditions your S-Cams can become
worn or damaged. When the S-Cam becomes worn, the effectiveness of your braking can suffer.
This is why it is important to replace your brake camshafts whenever they show signs of wear.
S-Cams are available for each axle type and are made in many varieties so it is essential to
know the measurements of the camshaft that is being replaced. When replacing the camshaft of
your brakes on your truck, tractor or trailer, it is very important to replace the bushings,
washers, seals and lock rings. These components should be replaced together to avoid uneven
wear between these items. Such uneven wear can lead to excessive camshaft deflection,

causing your brakes to function improperly or even fail. The brake camshaft is a part of the
brake linkage for heavy duty truck air brakes. The camshaft is the component responsible for
spreading the brake shoes apart. In air brake systems, the brake chamber expands and the
operating rod pushes on the brake slack adjuster. As the operating rod pushes on the slack
adjuster, it rotates around the shaft of the S-Cam. When the camshaft is rotated the eccentric
shape of the cam head pushes the brake shoes apart. The brake shoes separate and cause
friction between the brake lining and the brake drum. It is this friction that slows and stops the
vehicle. Read the Review. Blog Login Account Cart. Brake Camshafts. View Details. Camshaft
Installation When replacing the camshaft of your brakes on your truck, tractor or trailer, it is
very important to replace the bushings, washers, seals and lock rings. How Brake Camshafts
Work The brake camshaft is a part of the brake linkage for heavy duty truck air brakes. Brake
Camshafts Reviews. The average customer rating for Brake Camshafts: 5 out of 5. I use them on
log trucks A great product. They need to sell them at the local parts store. Popular Brake
Camshafts. Need Help Finding the Right Product? Call for immediate assistance. We apologize
for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit Subscribe to a magazine. Home Videos.
Videos Tank Trap Part 1! In its basic form its a quarter-mile-long natural valley that climbs
approximately feet in elevation. For our once-a-year Videos Frame Twister and Mud Pit! Videos
The Tow Test! Nonetheless, this kickoff event instills This place had i February 5, Packing up
their muddy gear and hitting the road, the Ultimate Adventure crew began the next leg of their
southern journey in Georgia for a road day, with plans t February 5, As the Ultimate Adventure
continues on leg two, the group of 25 seasoned rigs continue the week-long trek from Alabama
while enjoying the locals sights with stops February 5, With a motto of "No Whining," 25 custom
4x4s traversed four states on a 1, mile on and off road trip. The 13th running of the Ultimate
Adventure traveled the South This Videos Off-Road Camper Wars! The Sportsmobile is great if
back country exploring and camping are your favorite pastime. It is designed for A few years
back Fred Williams had an old Chevy Army truck that was sto The solution? He continues at
Off-Road Connection, in Alabama, to bo Videos Alabama Army Truck! Part 1: Getting It Runnin!
On this Dirt Every Day Ep. Next Page. Home TFLbids. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot
your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. The Fast Lane Truck.
What Is It Hiding? Andre Smirnov - February 23, All unofficial accounts put these latest updated
trucks as models that should be unveiled Read more. Andre Smirnov - February 21, Should Ford
build and sell a Super Duty Hybrid? If so, what will power such a truck? Could it simply use the
new F Hybrid system? It's not that simple. The new Ford It's because the old IH truck is actually
later model GM truck underneath with a turbocharged 5. The turbo Andre Smirnov - February 20,
I wanted to get a commercial driver's license CDL and be qualified to drive large trucks,
including semi-trucks with air brakes. This journey led Zach Butler - February 19, Andre
Smirnov - February 18, A recent report suggests that Ford is asking Texas dealers to loan out
new F trucks with generators in order to help during power outages. This report comes to us via
Autonews subscription is required. Zach Butler - February 18, Zach Butler - February 17, While
the aftermarket's had you covered for years, Toyota now offers an official TRD lift kit for or
newer V6-powered Tacoma 4x4 models. Zach Butler - February 16, Recent reports strongly hint
at GM's intention to build a supercharged Escalade â€” a notion Cadillac dismissed as
"complete speculation" when we asked them. Run What You Brung Ep. Nathan Adlen - February
15, Two trucks were provided by our friends at ToyTec: a horsepower Toyota Tundra off-roader
and a horsepower Podcast: The Future of Van Life? Nathan Adlen - February 14, There is about
to be huge battle with upcoming vans - and we are covering it! With the insane popularity of
pickup trucks, vans tend to be covered as an afterthought by Nathan Adlen - February 13, We're
beginning to call our Baby Yota the "cheap-ish Toyota Tacoma" as we spent a lot more money
Andre Smirnov - February 13, Could a Toyota Tundra Prime be in the cards? Rumors about the
upcoming next-generation Toyota Tundra continue to swirl. Andre Smirnov - February 12, The
new Ram TRX is reaching most dealerships now. Currently, there are at least of these
supercharged off-road trucks available at dealers across the country. As Jalopnik. This new
Chevy Silverado Jackal truck by Paxpower. This truck is riding on a 6-inch wider track with
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ube trailers are currently limited to pressures of bar by U. Department of Transportation DOT
regulations. Steel tube trailers are most commonly employed and the DOT weight limitations for
on-road vehicles result in a limited carrying capacity of approximately kg due to the heavy
weight of the steel tubes. Recently, composite storage vessels have been developed that can
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